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Abstract. Parallelization of existing sequential programs to increase
their performance and exploit recent multi and many-core architectures
is a challenging but inevitable effort. One increasingly popular parallelization approach is based on OpenMP, which enables the designer to
annotate a sequential program with constructs specifying the parallel
execution of code blocks. These constructs are then interpreted by the
OpenMP compiler and runtime, which assigns blocks to threads running
on a parallel architecture. Although this scheme is very flexible and not
(very) intrusive, it does not prevent the occurrence of synchronization
errors (e.g., deadlocks) or data races on shared variables. In this paper,
we propose an iterative method to assist the OpenMP parallelization by
using formal methods and verification. In each iteration, potential data
races are identified by applying to the OpenMP program a lockset analysis, which computes the set of shared variables that potentially need to
be protected by locks. To avoid the insertion of superfluous locks, an abstract, action-based formal model of the OpenMP program is extracted
and analyzed using the ACTL on-the-fly model checker of the CADP
formal verification toolbox. We describe the method, compare it with
existing work, and illustrate its practical use.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, to take full advantage of modern hardware architectures (multi-core
and many-core processors, Systems-on-Chip, etc.), it is necessary to parallelize
applications, even in constrained environments, such as avionics. Designing correct parallel programs on shared-memory architectures is a difficult task facing
classical synchronization issues, such as the presence of data races (concurrent
accesses to shared variables that make the program nondeterministic [20]) or
deadlocks, both of which are unacceptable for critical systems. These difficulties
occur not only in the design of new parallel programs, but also in the parallelization of existing sequential programs, which have been optimized during years and
for which it is too costly to redevelop parallel versions from scratch.
An increasingly popular approach to parallelize sequential code is based on
OpenMP [33], which does not require to modify the code but simply annotate it
with parallelization constructs expressing a variety of mechanisms (creating parallel regions executed by teams of threads, inserting locks on variables and array
?
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elements, introducing synchronizations, etc.). The underlying compiler and execution framework are in charge of implementing these constructs, building and
executing the parallel program on a given architecture. Unfortunately, OpenMP
is not equipped with a formal semantics suitable for reasoning about OpenMP
programs and ensuring the correctness of annotation-based parallelization: [33,
Section 1.1] explicitly states that “OpenMP-compliant implementations are not
required to check for data dependencies, data conflicts, race conditions, or deadlocks, any of which may occur in conforming programs.”
A naive way to eliminate data races in a parallel program is to protect all
shared variables by locks that serialize the accesses of parallel threads to these
variables. Although safe, this approach may introduce deadlocks, and also increase the overhead, negatively impacting the performance of the program. Even
more importantly, the approach may induce a too sequential execution of the
program and thus not (fully) exploit the benefits of parallelization. In this paper, we refine this naive lock-based approach and propose an iterative method
to prevent data races in safety-critical parallel applications. The method combines a simple lockset analysis [36] to detect all the shared variables potentially
unprotected by locks (which may produce false positives about variables that
actually do not need to be protected) and a model checking analysis to reduce
the number of false positives and consequently avoid introducing superfluous
locks.
Lockset analysis is based on the application of a “locking discipline”, by
considering that a race condition may occur if a shared variable is not protected
by an appropriate lock. Lockset based race detectors are easy to implement and
never produce false negatives, i.e., they detect all potential data races, which is
essential for safety-critical applications. However, these detectors are pessimistic,
since data races can be prevented not only by using locks, but also by performing
accesses to shared variables sequentially.
We exhibit such sequentiality using model checking, by extracting from the
parallel program a formal model capturing (an abstraction of) the concurrency
and data dependencies, and detecting the presence of concurrent accesses to
shared variables using temporal properties in ACTL (Action Computation Tree
Logic) [9,8]. The precision of the model has no impact on the soundness of
the method (since the lockset analysis has already produced a data race free,
albeit not optimal, parallel program), but only on the efficiency of the parallel
code (a better model precision will yield a more accurate analysis and hence
a more drastic elimination of superfluous locks). We instantiated this method
on top of the CADP (Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes)3 [14]
verification toolbox and illustrated it for the design of data race free OpenMP
applications.
Stefania’s work on defining action-based temporal logics and various extensions thereof, as well as on designing efficient on-the-fly verification algorithms,
was a source of inspiration in this field. The implementation of ACTL used in
this paper relies on the translation from ACTL to the modal µ-calculus (Lµ)
3
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proposed by Stefania and colleagues [10]. For checking ACTL formulas, we used
the on-the-fly model checker EVALUATOR [29] of CADP, which handles formulas of MCL, an extension of alternation-free Lµ with data and generalized
Büchi automata. Although it relies on different techniques based on the local
resolution of Boolean equation systems [27], EVALUATOR is similar in spirit
to the on-the-fly model checkers FMC [16] and UMC [5] developed by Stefania
and colleagues, which handle formulas of µACTL (ACTL extended with fixed
point operators) and UCTL (µACTL extended with state-based and data-aware
operators), respectively.
Also, Stefania’s contributions on ACTL characteristic formulas [12] and the
adequacy of action-based logics with bisimulations [11] paved the way towards
an Lµ fragment adequate with divergence-sensitive branching bisimulation [30].
Recently, this Lµ fragment, which subsumes µACTL\X (µACTL without the
next time operator) was extended with strong modalities and equipped with
an improved compositional verification technique [24] applicable to the ACTL
formulas we use for detecting concurrent accesses to shared variables.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of OpenMP
and data races. Section 3 presents our parallelization workflow and its practical implementation using CADP. Section 4 reviews existing work on data race
prevention. Finally, Section 5 gives some concluding remarks and directions for
future work.

2

OpenMP

OpenMP [33]4 is an API (Application Programming Interface) for developing
portable parallel programs using a shared memory communication paradigm in
the C, C++, and Fortran programming languages. The OpenMP API consists
of directives to extend the base languages with portable parallel programming
constructs (to be implemented by an OpenMP-compliant compiler) and functions and environment variables (to be implemented by a corresponding runtime
library). In the C/C++ languages, OpenMP directives are pragmas of the form
of #pragma omp .... Directives and calls to library routines are grouped under
the generic designation of constructs. OpenMP supports both parallel and sequential execution, the latter being achieved by simply ignoring the OpenMP
constructs.5
The execution model of OpenMP follows a fork-join discipline. Initially, an
OpenMP program begins with a single thread of execution. Whenever a thread
encounters an OpenMP parallel construct, the thread creates a team of threads
(containing at least itself) and becomes the master thread of the team. The
code executed by each of these threads depends on the code inside the parallel
construct. These threads then execute independently and synchronize (using an
4
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implicit barrier) on termination; only the master thread continues afterwards.
OpenMP supports nested parallelism: each thread of a team can itself create a
new team, when it encounters a parallel construct. Hence, several teams may
exist simultaneously.
Initially designed for the parallelization of regular loops, OpenMP supports
since version 3.0 also the notion of task. In OpenMP, a task is a pair of a piece
of code together with a specific piece of data. Tasks can be generated explicitly
or implicitly, and are to be executed by the threads. As an example, the for
construct implicitly creates a task for each iteration of the associated for-loop.
The single construct implicitly creates a task for its associated code, so that
this code is executed exactly once; other threads encountering the construct wait
for its termination (using an implicit barrier). A task can be suspended (and
resumed later) only on so-called task scheduling points, e.g., when creating new
task(s) or when waiting on a barrier. OpenMP provides constructs to express
further constraints on task creation and execution, such as the fact that a task
can only be executed if another task has completed.
All OpenMP threads have access to the same shared memory. Each thread
may read or write any shared variables, and there is no constraint as to when
those operations are allowed to occur. The memory model of OpenMP is relaxedconsistency: each thread has a temporary view of the shared memory; this temporary view is not required to be consistent with the memory at all times. Each
thread has also access to a local, private memory, to which other threads have
no access.
OpenMP provides synchronization constructs (locks, barriers, etc.), variable
attributes defining data sharing (private, shared, etc.), a flush operation (enforcing the consistency of the temporary views with the shared memory), and
data-dependencies between tasks (enforcing the execution of a task computing
some value before the execution of a task using this value).
In OpenMP, parallelization is user-directed, i.e., the programmer explicitly
uses the OpenMP constructs to specify how to parallelize the execution of the
program. Hence, OpenMP relies on the programmer to ensure the correctness
of the program [33, Section 1.1], e.g., to ensure the absence of memory management errors, such as data races. However, this is a heavy responsibility for
the programmer, given the inherent complexity of parallelization, the rich set
of constructs, and the fact the creation and ordering of tasks might depend
on information only available at runtime. Consequently, any assistance to the
programmer is more than welcome.
A first approach to assist programmers is to make a list of common pitfalls
and to derive a set of recommended best practices and coding guidelines [38].
These common mistakes can be classified into two categories: errors (leading
to an incorrect behavior) and performance issues (leading to inefficient programs). For instance, using the clause default (none) implies that data-sharing
attributes of all variables in all parallel regions of the OpenMP program must be
explicitly specified. Although following carefully chosen coding guidelines may
4

ensure correctness, it might be difficult to apply these guidelines to an existing
sequential code and obtain a parallel version with acceptable performance.
A second approach is the development of analysis tools that detect errors.
However, due to the expressive power of the OpenMP constructs and in particular the fact that the parallel execution might depend on data values, developing such analysis tools is extremely challenging. As for the first approach,
limiting the scope of the tools to a subset of OpenMP constructs is not always
acceptable in an industrial context (the constructs have been included for good
reasons). Similarly, applying coarse data abstractions increases the rate of false
positives/negatives and reduces the practical usefulness of the analysis.
In the following section, we present a method to assist the programmer to
ensure the absence of data races. To illustrate this method, we use the following simple example, which computes the sum of the squares of the elements of an array a, counting the last element (a[4]) twice. Figure 1 shows the
OpenMP code.6 The construct #pragma omp parallel (line 5) creates a team of
threads to execute the block from lines 6–15 in parallel; the number of threads
in the team is determined at runtime, depending on the available hardware.
The construct #pragma omp for schedule (static, 1) (line 7) indicates that the
body of the for-loop should be statically splitted in as many tasks as there are
iterations (i.e., 5). Obviously, there is a data race on the update of variable sum in
the for-loop (line 11). However, there is no data race for the accesses to the array
a and variable sum between the body of the for-loop and assignment at line 14,
because the assignment is executed after the termination of all iterations of the
for-loop (i.e., there is an implicit barrier at the end of the #pragma omp for
construct), and the assignment is executed by a single thread (this is ensured by
the single construct at line 13).

3

Parallelization Workflow

Figure 2 depicts the suggested workflow for the parallelization of a sequential
application, guaranteeing the absence of data races by enforcing a locking discipline and avoiding superfluous locks by means of model checking. This iterative
flow comprises several activities in each iteration:
1. Lockset analysis is used to build the variable-set SUV (Set of Unprotected
Variables), which might present the risk of a data race. It is sufficient to
use the simplest version of lockset analysis presented in [36], which raises an
alarm if any access to a shared variable is not protected by a lock.
2. A formal model expressed in the LNT language [15] is built to capture all
the possible control flows of OpenMP threads and their synchronizations.
The process of building the LNT model is presented in the next section.
3. The verification tools provided by CADP are used to identify the “sequentiality constraints” that prevent some data race conditions to occur. The set
of unprotected variables is updated accordingly.
6
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int a [5] = {2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6};
int main ()
{
int i , sum = 0; // work u n i t WU0
# pragma omp parallel
{
# pragma omp for schedule ( static , 1)
for ( i = 0; i < 5; i ++)
{ // work u n i t s WU1 t o WU5
a [ i ] = a [ i ] * a [ i ];
sum += a [ i ];
}
# pragma omp single
sum += a [4]; // work u n i t WU6
}
return 0;
}
Fig. 1. Minimalist OpenMP example

4. The refined list of unprotected variables is given to the programmer, who
can add new locks in the program to protect them.

program
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Fig. 2. Parallelization workflow

Considering that the programmers may make a mistake when adding locks to
the program, the verification process is repeated until the list of unprotected
variables is empty. At the end, we ensure that the program is free from data
races. These steps are detailed in the following.
3.1

Lockset Algorithm

Lockset analysis [36] is a technique for dynamic detection of possible data races.
The technique has been successfully implemented in the Eraser tool. Rather
6

than checking the absence of data races, lockset analysis checks whether a program adheres to a locking discipline, which requires that each access to a shared
variable is protected by at least one lock. Notice that the respect of this locking discipline guarantees absence of data races, because all accesses to a shared
variable are mutually exclusive.
The original definition of the simplest possible version of the lockset algorithm [36, Section 2] is the following. “For each shared variable v, the algorithm
maintains the set C(v) of candidate locks for v. This set contains those locks
that have protected v for the computation so far. That is, a lock l is in C(v)
if, in the computation up to that point, every thread that has accessed v was
holding l at the moment of the access. When a new variable v is initialized, its
candidate set C(v) is considered to hold all possible locks. When the variable
is accessed, the algorithm updates C(v) with the intersection of C(v) and the
set of locks held by the current thread. This process, called lockset refinement,
ensures that any lock that consistently protects v is contained in C(v). If some
lock l consistently protects v, it will remain in C(v) as C(v) is refined. If C(v)
becomes empty this indicates that there is no lock that consistently protects v.”
Under the hypothesis that the set of locks held by a thread for each point of
the program is deterministic, a single run of the lockset algorithm is sufficient.
Otherwise, for instance if the operations on locks are data-dependent or vary in
different branches of conditional statements, several runs might be necessary.
The basic lockset algorithm can be refined [36] to reduce the number of
false alarms, for instance to take into account that read accesses need not to be
protected if there is no concurrent write access. For the purpose of this paper,
the basic algorithm is sufficient.
3.2

OpenMP to LNT

In order to build an LNT model that captures the control flows of threads
and their synchronizations, the OpenMP program is broken into work units (or
blocks). A work unit is defined as a part of a task, containing neither conditional
branches synchronizations, nor task scheduling points. Thus, the execution of a
work unit is never interrupted by the runtime scheduler. A work unit graph
may contain two types of nodes: basic nodes represent work units of the program, and synchronization nodes represent synchronizations between threads
enforced by OpenMP constructs (i.e., #pragma omp critical, omp_set_lock(),
omp_unset_lock(), ...).
An edge between a pair of nodes represents the execution order. For a pair of
basic nodes, this edge reflects the order of the corresponding work units, which
is imposed by the control flow. For a pair of a basic node and a synchronization node, the edge reflects that the work unit denoted by the basic node starts
(respectively, ends) with a synchronization construct corresponding to the synchronization node. The work unit graph can be obtained by static analysis of the
code, akin to the construction of a control flow graph in an optimizing compiler.
Figure 3 represents a work unit graph of the program given in Figure 1. This
work unit graph contains no synchronization nodes, but the one shown later
7

in Figure 5 contains basic nodes (depicted as circles) and synchronization nodes
(lock and unlock nodes, depicted as rectangles with rounded corners). Inspection
of the OpenMP source code (Figure 1) yields the following information about
variables accessed by the various work units. All work units access (read/write)
the variable sum. All work units but WU0 access (read/write) the array a; however, they access separate elements—the only exception being a[4], which is read
and written by WU5 and read by WU6. Thus, there might be a data race for
variables a[4] and sum.

WU0

WU1

WU2

WU3

WU4

WU5

WU6

Fig. 3. Work unit graph for the program of Figure 1

To analyze the work unit graph using model checking, we first transform it
into an LNT model by applying the following rules:
– Basic nodes are modeled as LNT processes
– Lock/unlock nodes are modeled as synchronizations on gates ACQUIRE/RELEASE
representing acquire/release actions on the lock; two further actions INIT and
DESTROY denote the creation and deletion of the lock
– Barrier nodes are modeled as multiway rendezvous on dedicated LNT synchronization gates
– Edges are modeled as LNT sequential composition
– Branch conditions are modeled as nondeterministic choice using the select
operator
For example, Table 1 shows the LNT code for the work unit graph of Figure 3.
3.3

Sequentiality Detection

A data race may occur on a shared variable x if at least two work units WUi
and WUj accessing x can execute concurrently at some moment. If the two work
units always execute in a deterministic order, they cannot cause a data race on
x, meaning that it is not necessary to protect x by a lock.
8

Table 1. LNT code for work unit graph of Figure 3
module OMP is
process MAIN [ WU0 , WU1 , WU2 , WU3 , WU4 , WU5 , WU6 : none ] is
WU0 ;
par
WU1
| | WU2
| | WU3
| | WU4
| | WU5
end par ;
WU6
end process
end module

To detect the sequential execution of two work units, we exploit the work
unit graph of the OpenMP program. The LNT model of this graph represents
all the possible interleavings of work units (encoded as basic nodes in the graph,
and simply as gate names in the LNT model) permitted by the OpenMP parallelization constructs (encoded as synchronization nodes in the graph and as gate
names or implicit synchronizations in the LNT model). The behavior of the LNT
model is represented by an LTS, in which every state corresponds to a global
state of the work unit graph (i.e., an abstract state of the OpenMP program),
each action denotes the execution of a basic node or a synchronization node, and
each transition indicates that the program can move from one state to another
by performing a certain action.
In terms of this LTS, the sequential execution of two basic nodes corresponding to work units WUi and WUj can be ensured by checking that, in every state,
it is not possible to execute both basic nodes immediately. This property can be
expressed in ACTL [8] as follows:
¬EFtrue (EXWUi true ∧ EXWUj true)
The formula expresses the absence of a transition sequence leading (from the
initial state of the LTS) to a state having an outgoing transition labeled by WUi
and an outgoing transition labeled by WUj.
For the LNT model of work unit graph shown on Table 1, the above formula
holds for all pairs of work units (WU0, WUi) and (WUi, WU6) with 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,
and fails for all pairs of work units (WUi, WUj) with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5 and i 6= j. This
reflects the structure of the work unit graph (WU0 is executed before WU1, ...,
WU5, which are executed before WU6) and indicates the possibility of data races
on the shared variables accessed by work units WU1, ..., WU5, which therefore
must be protected by locks.
9

3.4

Inserting Locks

To protect the access to sum in the for-loop, the programmer declares its body as
critical. The resulting code is shown on Figure 4, the corresponding work unit
graph on Figure 5 (the principal difference with Figure 3 being the addition of
Lock/Unlock nodes), and the corresponding LNT code in Table 2. The principal
difference between Tables 1 and 2 is that the execution of the work units WU1,
WU2, WU3, WU4, and WU5 is protected by a lock (represented by process
LOCK), which has to be acquired before the execution of the work unit, and
released afterwards: these steps are grouped into to process PROTECTED_WU (used
similarly to a procedure). Process LOCK executes as an additional process. It has
a local variable FREE indicating the status of the lock, and ensures that the lock
can only acquired when it is free and that only the process holding the lock
can release it. Gates INIT (respectively, DESTROY) are used to start (respectively,
terminate) the execution of the lock.
Rerunning lockset analysis on the modified program, the accesses to a and
sum in work unit 6 are still not protected by a lock, but model checking shows
sequentiality of work units 1 to 5 with work unit 6, and thus the absence of a
data race without the need of adding any further lock.

4

Related Work

Much effort has been spent on detecting data races in parallel programs. These
efforts can be classified into dynamic and static approaches [4].
Dynamic techniques rely on observations of the running program. Such techniques have been implemented in several tools for race detection in OpenMP
programs. Happens-before analysis monitors accesses to shared variables. If an
access to a shared variable is logically concurrent with any previous conflicting
access, the tool will raise an alarm; a pair of concurrent accesses to the same
variable is conflicting if and only if at least one of them is a write. This technique leads to no false positives (i.e., each detected issue is indeed a data race),
but might produce false negatives, because its precision depends on the definition of logically concurrent accesses, which is often expensive to compute. The
happens-before technique has been implemented for instance in RaceStand [23].
Closer related to our suggested method are techniques based on lockset analysis, which we also use in our flow. The lockset analysis [36] (see also Section 3.1)
aims at enforcing a locking discipline, rather than checking for absence of data
races in general. Tools based on lockset analysis raise an alarm when some access
to a shared variable is not protected by an appropriate lock. Lockset based race
detectors are safe (i.e., they do not produce false negatives), but too pessimistic
because locking is not the only way to provide safe synchronization. Thus, the
Eraser tool [36] implements various improvements of the simple lockset algorithm to reduce the number of false positives, taking into account frequent programming patterns. Our workflow has a similar goal, but rather than trying
to improve the algorithm, we use model checking to filter the results. This has
10

int a [5] = {2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6};
int main ()
{
int i , sum = 0; // work u n i t WU0
# pragma omp parallel
{
# pragma omp for schedule ( static , 1)
for ( i = 0; i < 5; i ++)
{ // work u n i t s WU1 t o WU5
# pragma omp critical
{
a [ i ] = a [ i ] * a [ i ];
sum += a [ i ];
}
}
# pragma omp single
sum += a [4]; // work u n i t WU6
}
return 0;
}
Fig. 4. Corrected OpenMP code for Figure 1
(added #pragma omp critical inside the for-loop)

WU0

Lock L

Lock L

Lock L

Lock L

Lock L

WU1

WU2

WU3

WU4

WU5

Unlock L

Unlock L

Unlock L

Unlock L

Unlock L

WU6

Fig. 5. Work unit graph for the program of Figure 4
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Table 2. LNT code for work unit graph of Figure 5
module OMP2 is
channel LOCK_CHANNEL is ( Nat ) end channel
process LOCK [ INIT , DESTROY : none ,
ACQUIRE , RELEASE : LOCK_CHANNEL ] is
var FREE : Bool , TID : Nat in
INIT ;
FREE : = true ; −− i n i t i a l l y t h e l o c k i s f r e e
TID : = 1 ;
−− t o make LNT2LOTOS happy
loop L in
select
only if FREE then ACQUIRE ( ? TID ) end if
[]
only if not ( FREE ) then RELEASE ( TID ) end if
[]
DESTROY ; break L
end select ;
FREE : = not ( FREE )
end loop
end var
end process
process PROTECTED_WU [ WU : none ,
ACQUIRE , RELEASE : LOCK_CHANNEL ]
( id : Nat ) is
ACQUIRE ( id ) ; −− a c q u i r e t h e l o c k
WU ;
−− work
RELEASE ( id ) −− r e l e a s e t h e l o c k
end process
process MAIN [ WU0 , WU1 , WU2 , WU3 , WU4 , WU5 , WU6 ,
INIT , DESTROY : none ,
ACQUIRE , RELEASE : LOCK_CHANNEL ] is
par INIT , ACQUIRE , RELEASE , DESTROY in
WU0 ;
INIT ;
par
PROTECTED_WU [ WU1 , ACQUIRE , RELEASE ] (1)
| | PROTECTED_WU [ WU2 , ACQUIRE , RELEASE ] (2)
| | PROTECTED_WU [ WU3 , ACQUIRE , RELEASE ] (3)
| | PROTECTED_WU [ WU4 , ACQUIRE , RELEASE ] (4)
| | PROTECTED_WU [ WU5 , ACQUIRE , RELEASE ] (5)
end par ;
DESTROY ;
WU6
||
LOCK [ INIT , DESTROY , ACQUIRE , RELEASE ]
end par
end process
end module

12

the advantage of taking into account dependencies, without any prior knowledge
about the kind of dependency.
To improve precision, some tools combine several approaches. Adaptive Dynamic Analysis Tool (ADAT) [22] selects, for a given program, suitable race detection techniques, based on their scalability and their efficiency in term of thread
labeling, access filtering and access detecting. Intel R Thread Checker [35] emulates the sequential version of the application and uses it to derive the happensbefore relation. The tool checks the data dependency of accesses to shared variables (whenever an OpenMP directive is detected) by using sequentially traced
information, and reports the accesses as races if their dependency satisfies an anti
(write-after-read), flow (read-after-write), and output data dependency (writeafter-write). Oracle R Developer Studio Thread Analyzer [34] is based on similar
techniques and yields comparable results as Thread Checker [18].
Static analysis tools do not require to run the program. To reduce the complexity of the analysis, some approaches limit their scope to subsets of OpenMP.
For instance, the race avoidance tool [37] is limited to OpenMP programs using only the #pragma omp parallel for construct. ompVerify [3] detects data
races using a polyhedral model (used to describe execution order of statement
instance, and the relation of statement instances to the memory cells where they
are read or write). The tool covers a class of program fragments called Affine
Control Loops.
OpenMP Analysis ToolKit (OAT) [26] uses an SMT (Satisfiability Modulo
Theories) solver based symbolic analysis to detect data races. In the tool, every parallel code region of an OpenMP program is encoded into a first-order
logic formula, which is then solved by the SMT solver. The solution reported by
the SMT solver is interpreted to point out errors and generate a feasible execution trace that reveals the errors. Nonconcurrency analysis [25] statically detects
whether two statements in an OpenMP program will not be executed concurrently by different threads in a team. The RacerD tool [6,17] of the Infer static
analyser7 for concurrent Java code aims at easily usable and understandable bug
reports. Thus RacerD favors the absence of false positives over the guarantee of
the absence of data races.
Model checking is another static analysis technique, based on the analysis of
the reachable state space derived from a model of the program. In the context
of parallel programs, this state space is in general huge, because it has to take
into account every possible execution scenario. Thus, usually it is necessary to
apply property-preserving abstractions to reduce the state space to a tractable
size, but still preserve the control-flow and operations on shared variables. The
more concrete the model, the more precise the results reported by the model
checker, but the more resources are required. Hence, the principal challenge of
model checking based approaches is to find the right abstraction level, with just
the right balance between precision and analysis complexity. This challenge can
be somehow circumvented by not using the model-checker for the verification
of the core property, but to supplement another analysis technique, for instance
7
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to construct a more precise happens-before relation [32] or to refine the set of
variables that need a lock as in our approach.
In order to further enhance the accuracy and the scalability of data race
analysis, some approaches employ static analysis to provide guided information
for the dynamic race detectors. For example, ARCHER [2] first identifies data
race-free code regions (i.e., which do not contain data dependencies) with a static
analysis, and then instruments only the remaining, potentially unsafe regions,
for data race detection. Another approach is the combination of a thread labeling scheme (to maintain the logical concurrency of thread segments) with the
happens-before technique (to analyze the happens-before relations to detect conflicting accesses to every shared memory location) [19,21]. The ThreadSafe [1]
tool (for Java code) applies the principles of the lockset algorithm in the setting
of a static analysis: locksets are computed for abstract summaries of methods. A
generic and formal OpenMP epoch model, which describes memory events of all
OpenMP threads that occur between two synchronization events, has been used
as basis for determining the happens-before relations, which are then applied for
detecting data races [7].

5

Conclusion

We proposed an iterative method to ensure the absence of data races in parallel programs using a combination of lockset analysis (to identify unprotected
shared variables) and ACTL model checking (to detect superfluous locks). Although simple, our method is modular, separating the concerns of parallelization
and verification on a formal model of the program. This enables to balance the
precision of the model with the quality of the resulting data race free parallel
program: a more detailed model will increase accuracy in detecting superfluous
locks, but also require more computing resources to analyze it by model checking. We illustrated the method on the parallelization of programs using OpenMP,
by proposing an intermediate representation of the concurrent blocks and their
synchronizations as a work unit graph, which is transformed into an LNT model.
The proposed method could be applied for parallel programs in other languages as well, provided that a suitable translation to LNT is available (e.g.,
AADL2LNT [31]). Once an abstract LNT model of the parallel program is available, it can be used not only for checking sequentiality constraints and deadlocks
as in our analysis flow, but also other properties, both qualitative (safety, liveness, fairness) and quantitative ones [28]. The method can be further refined
by tackling an industrial case-study involving parallelization using OpenMP.
For model checking large work unit graphs, the compositional verification techniques for ACTL provided by CADP [30,13] (and notably the recent combined
bisimulation technique [24], suitable for the ACTL sequentiality detection formulas given in Section 3.3), can be experimented to find appropriate composition
strategies. Also, alternative ways of translating an OpenMP application into an
LNT program can be investigated, with various degrees of abstraction.
14
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